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ABSTRACT1
Considering and integrating the unique preferences of a traveler in navigation in transit networks2
may improve their travel experience, especially for travelers with disabilities. This study proposes3
a new normative approach to improve a traveler’s door to door travel experience. In addition to4
known attributes of a traveler’s utility, such as waiting time, the number of transfers, and the total5
travel time considered in prior efforts, this study incorporates a user-preference cost function for6
finding the most accessible sidewalk path in all walking-only choice problem, and the travelers’7
risk-tolerance for travel time uncertainties in transit links in the walk-transit-walk choice problem.8
Travelers’ risk-tolerance for travel time uncertainties is modeled using the exponential function9
approximated by the mean-variance utility function. A realistic assessment of the effect of the10
user-defined preferences on a travelers’ path choice is presented for a small section of the Boston11
transit network, with schedule data from the Massachusetts bay transit authority.12

Keywords: travel time uncertainty, accessible sidewalk, risk-tolerance, exponential utility13
function.14
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INTRODUCTION1
Most transit trip planners recommend the shortest sidewalk path in walking-only Journeys.2
However, the shortest sidewalk path may be inaccessible. Identifying and avoiding the3
inaccessible areas by considering the travelers’ preference provides a more realistic solution,4
especially for travelers with disabilities. This study overcomes the shortest sidewalk path5
assumption of previous models and develops a cost-function that considers the travelers’6
preferences in sidewalk accessibility parameters. The cost function is used to compute the optimal7
sidewalk path to the first transit stop, between transfer stops, and from the last transit stop.8

At the transit stop, multiple vehicles and multiple route options provide the traveler with9
different transit routes/paths. Several studies indicate the significant influence of travel time10
information on the path selection process but they do not adequately consider travel time11
uncertainty. Figure 1 illustrates the walk-transit-walk choice problem with the travel time12
uncertainties of the transit links shown as the mean (µ) and variance (σ2) of the travel time. While13
existing normative-based strategies attempt to consider the impact of travel time uncertainties on14
a traveler’s path choice (1), no well-established effort integrates a traveler’s risk-tolerance to15
travel time uncertainties in the transit links. Incorporating the travelers’ risk-tolerance for travel16
time uncertainty is essential to solving the optimal path problem considering sidewalk17
accessibility. We need a new approach for selecting travel strategies, dependent on the travel time18
uncertainty, travelers’ risk-tolerance for travel time uncertainty, and sidewalk accessibility.19
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FIGURE 1 Walk-Transit-Walk choice problem showing access from origin to transit origin
stops and egress from transit destination stop to destination within a defined spatial region.

This research contributes to the existing normative travel strategy development efforts by20

• Incorporating the travelers’ preference to sidewalk accessibility parameters to provide21
the most accessible sidewalk path for all walking-only and walk-transit-walk choice22
problems.23
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• Integrating the traveler’s risk-tolerance to travel time uncertainty. We assume the1
travelers’ risk-tolerance is known as discussed in (2).2

This study introduces and discusses a theoretically sound approach to establishing how the travel3
time uncertainties on links of transit network connect to an individual’s risk-tolerance. The4
well-established hyperpath framework (3, 4, 5, 6, 7) is used to define all feasible path satisfying5
the preferred arrival time (PAT) of the traveler.6

The structure of the remainder of this paper is as follows: Literature Review provides a7
review of some related work on sidewalk navigation and transit path choice. Methodology8
outlines the sidewalk accessibility measure considering the traveler’s preference, transit network9
modeling techniques, the integration of risk-tolerance through the exponential utility function, and10
the solution approach. Numerical Example section includes a presentation of the effects of (1) the11
travelers’ preference on optimal sidewalk path, (2) the degree of risk-tolerance on in-vehicle travel12
time uncertainty, and (3) the result of a simplified real-world example of the proposed method.13

LITERATURE REVIEW14

Walk-stage15
Pedestrian navigation systems that take into account the physical and mental burden of travelers’16
for optimal path search is studied in (8). The study extended Dijkstra’s algorithm to identify17
routes with barriers that are not traversable. In (9), eight factors are considered to determine a18
weighted average for scores of factors and impedance levels of different sidewalk segments. The19
study concludes that the proposed method could suggest an optimal path that is close to the user’s20
preferred route in comparison to the shortest path. A technique for wheelchair routing called21
Absolute Restriction Method based on users’ preferences is proposed in (10). The study22
developed a navigation system that uses route preferences and environmental attributes to find23
personalized routes and concludes that personalized routes are more suitable for vulnerable road24
users compared to the shortest routes. Suitability of the OpenStreetMap sidewalk database for25
mobility-impaired users is investigated in (11). Several features are evaluated to assess their26
usefulness for the project. The experimental results showed that OpenStreetMap is good enough27
for navigating wheelchair users if the data related to finding the route (e.g., location accuracy) is28
available. Wayfinding approaches are exclusively dependent on data and information about the29
network.30

Transit-stage31
Research in adaptive strategies in transit networks has received considerable attention due to its32
broad impact on effective routing decisions. The optimal route strategy in a time-dependent33
stochastic network depends on the travelers’ arrival time at intermediate nodes (12). For a transit34
stop with multiple lines, a graph-theoretic framework has been developed for an equilibrium35
traffic assignment that models a traveler’s route choice strategy at the stop (13). The waiting time36
at transit stops is considered in (14) for attractive lines when choosing the minimum expected cost37
strategy in the transit assignment problem. The effect of real-time information from transit38
agencies that only considers the strategies at the travelers’ origin terminal for a static or dynamic39
scenario has been studied in (15). The study thus limits travelers’ strategy once the trip has begun.40
The provision of optimal transit routing strategies at intermediate stops given real-time predictive41
information of buses has also been studied (16, 17). The study does not account for the42
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inconvenience experienced as a result of prediction uncertainties. The relationship between the1
concepts of uncertainty and unreliability in evaluating travel time and scheduling is studied in2
(18). The research provided a certainty equivalent for evaluating travel time and schedules in3
transit lines. In (19), the first successful integration of the non-linear utility into the Markov4
decision problem (MDP) is presented. A new algorithm is developed in (20) that tackles a5
formulation for risk-sensitive MDPs that was presented by (21).6

This study uses the exponential utility function as a basis for modeling a travelers’7
risk-taking behavior in the presence of travel time uncertainties. The proposed model can be used8
for travel strategies under general uncertainties, considering the travelers’ risk-tolerance.9

METHODOLOGY10
This section illustrates the concepts and mathematical framework of the walk-transit-walk choice11
problem developed in this study. A user-preference cost function for sidewalk accessibility and12
dynamics of the transit network is discussed. The formulation of travelers’ total expected utility13
function, incorporating the travelers’ risk-tolerance to travel time uncertainty is presented.14

Sidewalk accessibility measure15
Consider a traveler in a transit network, as shown in Figure 1. The most accessible sidewalk path16
for all walking-only choice problem is computed from a user-preference cost function defined for17
sidewalk segments. Figure 1 provides a subset of potential transit stop between an origin and18
destination of the traveler. To integrate the accessibility of sidewalks into the walk-transit-walk19
choice problem, this study uses the American Disability Association (ADA) standard for sidewalk20
parameters. Some common accessibility factors used for individuals with disabilities are21
described in Table 1.22

TABLE 1 Sidewalk Parameter Selection Criteria for Vulnerable Road Users

Sobek and Kasemsuppakorn and Kasemsuppakorn Hashemi and
Miller (2006) Karimi (2008) et al. (2015) Karimi (2017)

Width X X X X
Length X X X X
Slopes X X X X
Steps X X

Surface Type X X
Surface Condition X X X
Sidewalk Traffic X X X X
Curb Cut Feature X X
Ramps Feature X
Uneven Surface X

23
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The accessibility of each sidewalk, for users with disabilities, can be defined by five1
parameters: width, length, slope, sidewalk surface type, and weather condition (22, 23, 24). Some2
studies have used additional factors such as physical burden (10, 23) and sidewalk traffic (24, 25).3

The sidewalk network in a defined spatial region is represented as a graph G = (N,E)4
where n ∈ N is the set of nodes and e ∈ E is the set of edges. A traveler can move from node n to5
node n′ if an edge connects the two nodes. The cost of each edge (Equation 1) is based on6
parameters that define sidewalk accessibility for that edge for that traveler.7

C(e)(t) = Ww(t)Sw(e) +Wl(t)Sl(e) +Ws(t)Ss(e)Swc(e) +Wsf (t)Ssf(e)Swc(e), (1)8

where Sw, Sl , Swc, Ss, Ssf are scores for width, length, weather condition, slope and surface type,9
respectively. Ww ,Wl ,Ws ,Wsf are weights for width, length, slope and surface type. The score S10
of each parameter is obtained by normalizing the actual values of the parameter, written as:11

S =
x−min(x)

max(x)−min(x)
, (2)12

where x is the actual values of each parameter.13
The weights for each parameter may be calculated using the Analytical Hierarchy Process14

method. Five surface types considered based on field survey, are concrete (best), asphalt, brick,15
cobblestone, and gravel (worst). Three levels of weather conditions considered are sunny (best),16
rainy, snowy (worst). The objective is to find the optimal sidewalk path p∗ that minimizes the total17
cost for a given origin-destination pair (no, nd). The pair (no, nd) may represent the travelers’18
origin to first transit stop, transfer path, or from last transit stop to destination. Algorithm 119
illustrates the steps required to compute the optimal sidewalk path.20

Algorithm 1 : Personalized accessible sidewalk path in spatial region network
Step 1: Define spatial region
Set maximum walking distance R =Max_WalkDistance.
Construct spatial region (area) from travelers origin and destination with radius R.
Step 2: Generate sidewalk network within spatial region
With defined spatial region at both origin and destination, generate the graph G = (N,E)
Identify all transit origin and destination stops within spatial region
Step 3: Compute minimum cost path
Using Equation 1, compute minimum cost path from travelers origin to all transit origin stops
within spatial region using a backward pass search approach.
Repeat for all transit destination stops to destination within spatial region.
Step 4: Optimal sidewalk path
Enumerate computed path as the optimal sidewalk path p∗ for traveler.

Transit network representation21
Transit networks are described through nodes representing the origin, destination, and transit22
stops along a route, and edges representing the road or sidewalk between the nodes. Different23
times of the day are associated with different degrees of uncertainty in link travel time.24
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Vehicle run travel time uncertainty. Historical time at location data from archived1
automatic vehicle locator (AVL) data, also known as retrospective GTFS data, is used to2
characterize the travel time uncertainty for a given vehicle run for both links and routes in the3
transit network. Vehicle run refers to the daily assignments for an individual bus. Considering4
Figure 2, let I be the set of transit stops along the route and R the set of vehicle runs allocated to5
the route. AAT ri is the actual arrival time of vehicle run r ∈ R at stop i ∈ I . The experienced6
in-vehicle travel time (IV TT ) between transit stops i and i+ 1 for vehicle run r is given by7

IV TT ri,i+1 = AAT ri+1 − AAT ri .8

i i+1 i+5…….

r

n

Physical link

Transit stop

            Vehicle run r ∈ R

            Observation day/periodn ∈ N

Transit vehicle direction

FIGURE 2 A transit route with multiple stops along the route showing how the experienced
travel time for vehicle run r is aggregated over several observation periods or days N and
used to estimate link and route level travel time uncertainty.

If N is the number of days/periods for recording observations for vehicle run r, then the9
mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) for IV TT between transit stops i and i+ 1 is estimated as:10

µr(i,i+1) =

∑N
n=1 IV TT

r
(i,i+1),n

N
,11

and the standard deviation for IV TT is estimated as:12

σr(i,i+1) =

√√√√∑N
n=1

(
IV TT r(i,i+1),n − µr(i,i+1)

)2
N

.13

For the case of a normally distributed IV TT for link l, v(µl, σ2
l ), then similar to the random14

network formulation presented in (26), the total IV TT for two or more consecutive links in the15
path P is the sum of link travel times forming path P. Thus, the total IV TT of path P is selected16
from the normal distribution function v(µP, σ

2
P), where µP =

∑
P µl and σ2

P =
∑

P σ
2
l .17

Space-time transit network. A route service graph representation of a transit network is18
extended to a node-based time expanded graph to capture temporal information provided through19
the transit schedule data (Figure 3).20
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FIGURE 3 A Node-based time expanded representation of a transit network showing the
time expanded transit stop node.

Nodes have space-time coordinates representing the different times of transit vehicle1
availability according to the schedule data. The links connects these nodes to indicate the vehicle2
run trajectory between consecutive stops. In-vehicle travel time and walking time links are used3
to indicate movement from one node/stop to another node/stop. The uncertainties in travel time4
for each link/route is represented through the mean and variance of the link or route travel time5
distribution. The node-based time expanded graph can be used to determine travel strategies at6
certain nodes to provide en-route path choice options. To determine the travel strategies7
(3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 13), we adopt the vehicle run hyperpath representation as presented in (27) with a8
modification to account for travelers’ risk-tolerance to link travel time uncertainties. Given an9
origin-destination pair (r, s), a preferred arrival time (PAT), and an arrival time window dt, we10
generate the set of all feasible paths hrs in hyperpath H from the transit schedule data, specifying11
a set of attractive lines and vehicle runs for every stop. A backward pass search (4, 5) is then used12
to find the optimal path. The best path from stop i will maximize the travelers’ total travel utility13
from stop i to destination s.14

Risk-tolerance for travel time uncertainty in transit links15
The traveler with risk-tolerance for travel time uncertainty can be viewed as a traveler or16
decision-maker who plays a lottery at every state of the world. The lottery represents the set of17
alternatives that are available to the traveler at the current state (for example, in transit networks,18
traveler must choose among available paths from origin to destination). Each alternative will have19
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an associated cost or reward (e.g., IV TT ). According to the theory of rational behavior, (28)1
proposes the existence of a utility function that describes the preference of the traveler. This2
function can be identified and is unique. Utility theory ranks preference of these uncertain risky3
alternatives in accordance with utility function, which assigns a real number to each alternative.4
Since larger rewards are always preferred, utilities whose evaluation increases exponentially are5
preferred (19). Linear utility has been shown in (29) to be analogous to a risk-neutral traveler.6
The traveler’s risk-tolerance to travel time uncertainty in transit links can be described through the7
exponential utility function as8

u (τ) = −(sgn(λ))e−λτ , (3)9

where sgn is the sign of λ.10

u′(τ) =
du

dτ
= λe−λτ > 0, and u′′(τ) =

d2u

dτ 2
= −λ2e−λτ < 0.11

This exponential function is increasing and concave. The local measure of risk-aversion, known12
as the Arrow-pratt measure of absolute risk-aversion at τ , is13

−u′′(τ)
u′(τ)

= λ.14

The values of λ 6= 0 represents the risk-aversion coefficient.15

Mean-variance approximation. The uncertainties in IV TT on a link or route is16
transformed through the utility function in Equation 3. The goal of a traveler with a given17
risk-tolerance will be to find the path P that maximizes their expected utility for IV TT . For the18
case of a normally distributed IV TT , the probability density function is written as:19

f(IV TT ) =
1

σ
√
2π
e−

1
2(

IV TT−µ
σ )

2

. (4)20

The expected utility for IV TT can be written as (see Appendix A for proof)21

EU(IV TT ) = −e−λ
(
µ−λσ

2

2

)
. (5)22

The objective of the traveler is to maximize the expression23

µP −
λσ2

P

2
, (6)24

known as mean-variance approximation, representing the balance between mean and variance of25
IV TT for path P.26

Trip disutility components27
The assumed trip disutility components of interest for feasible path h ∈ H includes: the total28
walking time (Thwt), total cost of optimal sidewalk path (Thc ), the total number of transfers (Thf ),29
total waiting time at stops (Thw), and the risk-aversion on total in-vehicle travel time30
uncertainty(ThIV TT ). These four components considered are discussed as follows:31

Risk-aversion for IVTT uncertainty. We evaluate different path alternatives using the32
mean-variance approximation with two main implications for selecting options with 1) lower33
expected IV TT and 2) lower variance for IV TT . For the physical transit roadway hP in feasible34
path h, the estimated total IV TT utility for traveler with risk-aversion coefficient λ is given as35
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ThIV TT =
∑
l∈hP

(µl −
λσ2

l

2α5

),1

where l ∈ P is set of links that make up P.2
Sidewalk accessibility. Considering the optimal sidewalk path p∗ (Algorithm 1) for origin3

to first transit stop, between transfer path, or from last transit stop to destination., the estimated4
total walking time Thwt along feasible path h is given by5

Thwt =
∑
p∗∈hp∗

twt(p
∗),6

and the cost of sidewalk path p∗7

Thc =
∑
p∗∈hp∗

tc(p
∗),8

where hp∗ is the set of optimal sidewalk path in feasible path h.9
Waiting time. Feasible path h ∈ H may have a number of stops including the origin stop,10

where the traveler will have to board a vehicle and transfer stop where travelers alight and board11
vehicles along h. Travelers therefore wait if the required vehicle has not arrived at transit stop i.12
The estimated total waiting time Thw at transit stops i along feasible path h is given by13

Thw =
∑
i∈hi

tw(i),14

where hi is the set of transit stops (origin stop and transfer stops) along h.15
Number of transfer. The total number of transfers Thf for feasible path h is given by:16

Thf =
∑
f∈hf

tf ,17

where hf is the set of transfer points along feasible path h.18
Travelers expected total utility. Assuming the standard additive utility structure, the19

proposed transit routing utility function for evaluating the sets of feasible paths h ∈ H for a given20
degree of risk-aversion, is given as21

Uλ(h) = α1T
h
wt + α2T

h
c + α3T

h
f + α4T

h
w + α5T

h
IV TT , ∀h ∈ H (7)22

where α1, α2, α3, α4, α5 < 0.23
The goal is to find the optimal path h∗ that maximizes the travelers utility U(h∗) from24

origin to destination.25
argmax
h∈H

Uλ(h) (8)26

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE27
This section provides an evaluation of the model under different conditions of travel time28
uncertainties. The user-preferences for sidewalk segment and the travelers’ risk-aversion (2) is29
determined from existing literature . A real-world transit network is modified to illustrate the30
performance of the model.31
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Transit network description1
Considering a simplified section of Boston transit network, the choice set satisfying a preferred2
arrival time (PAT) of 6:30 AM is constructed for Massachusetts Bay Transit Authoritys’ (MBTA)3
General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) dataset. The bus lines 43, 55, and 10, which meet the4
destination specification of the traveler, are considered. Lines 43 and 55 are shown in figures 4a5
and 4b, and their schedules shown in figures 4c and 4d.6

(a) Route 43 (b) Route 55

(c) Schedule for route 43(weekday) (d) Schedule for route 55(weekday)

FIGURE 4 Routes and sample schedule data for route 43 and 55 from Boston transit
(https://www.mbta.com/schedules).

User-preference based sidewalk accessibility measure7
Sidewalk data from Boston sidewalk inventory characterizes the sidewalk network. Table 3 shows8
a sample of the Boston sidewalk inventory database. SWD_ID indicates a unique ID associated9
with each sidewalk segment; WIDTH indicates the average width of the sidewalk; LENGTH10
shows the length of the sidewalk; SLOPE shows average cross slope (perpendicular to the path of11
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travel) in degree; and MAT shows primary sidewalk material (CC- Cement Concrete, BC -1
Bituminous Concrete). Utilizing the user preference data for sidewalk segments presented in (10),2
we present an illustration of optimal sidewalk path for four different users in an 8 × 8 sidewalk3
grid network (Figure 5).4

TABLE 2 Sample Boston Sidewalk Inventory Database

SWD_ID WIDTH LENGTH SLOPE MAT
15739 4 931.9775324 3.9 BC
5439 8 282.649369 3.8 BC
4777 17.5 1662.671837 0.8 BC
4778 17 1561.205981 1.8 BC
4779 18.5 1791.473169 0.7 BC
4949 15.2 1416.268866 2 CC
4948 15.5 1226.37165 1.5 CC
5476 12 312.5817051 3.9 CC
5475 14 306.143638 3.9 CC
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FIGURE 5 Effect of user-preference on path suggestion for same O-D

The sidewalk paths connecting (no, nd) are computed using the procedure described in5
Algorithm 1. Path suggestions are affected by the preferences of the users. User 1 preferred lower6
steepness for slope but longer travel time; user 2 preferred a wider sidewalk; user 3 preferred7
better sidewalk surface type such as Asphalt; and user 4 preferred the shortest distance travel time8
irrespective of degree of slope.9

Estimation of vehicle run travel time uncertainties10
Using retrospective GTFS real-time data, a temporal aggregation of link level travel time is used11
to estimate the IV TT uncertainty. The retrospective GTFS data captures significant variations in12
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travel time for each vehicle run, providing a more realistic representation of travel time1
uncertainties (Figure 6). The link level mean travel time and standard deviation are constructed2
for each weekday from the data aggregated over a defined period.3

(a) Day to day mean travel time for route 43 (b) Standard deviation of travel time for route 43

(c) Day to day mean travel time for route 55 (d) Standard deviation of travel time for route 55

FIGURE 6 Estimated day to day IVTT variability for routes 43 and 55 from MBTA using
historical time at location AVL data.

The link level representation of travel time uncertainty is easily extended to multiple4
consecutive links or to the route. The estimated IV TT uncertainty from this section is input to5
the mean-variance utility component of the general utility function.6

Impact of risk-tolerance behavior on travelers route selection7
The proposed risk-tolerance evaluated using the mean-variance approximation describes the8
inconvenience travelers are willing to experience due to the uncertainties. Figure 7a shows that9
the magnitude of the mean and standard deviation of the travel time affects the optimal path10
choice for a given risk-tolerance. Travelers’ utility increases with decreasing uncertainty, or11
standard deviation, in travel time, indicating that travelers prefer paths that have less volatility.12
Figure 7b shows that increasing the risk-aversion coefficient (λ) increases the sensitivity of the13
traveler to IV TT uncertainties. Travelers’ with a higher risk-aversion coefficient are less likely to14
select options with a high standard deviation. For example, for the same uncertainty profile, the15
traveler with a risk-aversion coefficient of 0.2 has a higher value for utility than the traveler with a16
risk-aversion coefficient of 0.6.17
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(a) Travelers’ utility considering risk-aversion
(λ = 0.6).

(b) Variation of travelers’ utility for different de-
grees of risk-aversion.

FIGURE 7 A 3-dimensional representation of the effect of travelers’ risk-taking behavior on
travel time uncertainties
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FIGURE 8 Variation of indifference curves for a traveler considering risk-aversion (λ = 0.6).

The indifference curves shown in Figure 8 provides a 2-D contour representation of the1
travelers utility function to IV TT uncertainty. Travelers are indifferent to uncertainty profiles (µ2
and σ of IV TT ) that results in the same utility value. In other words, the traveler would be3
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indifferent to choosing among routes having the same utility. Such alternatives present the same1
level of risk to the traveler. Points on any given curve represents different combinations of mean2
and standard deviation of travel time.3

Results of hyperpath considering degree of risk-aversion4
The coefficients (α1 = −0.4, α2 = −0.1, α3 = −0.2, α4 = −0.1, α5 = −0.2) for the components5
of the general utility function are chosen from a purely theoretical stand-point as discussed in6
(30). We assume a destination stop 10, PAT = 6:30 AM, and dt = 15 min. Figure 9 describes the7
All-to-one results for a modified representation of the transit network with three routes (10, 43,8
55), 10 stops and 2 transfer stops (4,6). Each route has a total of 4 trips that contribute sub-paths9
satisfying the PAT. twt and tc between stops 4-5, 5-6, and 6-7 are calculated by first computing the10
optimal sidewalk path p∗. tw at stop i in feasible path h is calculated by subtracting the arrival11
time of traveler at a stop i from the actual departure time of attractive run at that stop.12
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SID SS AR DT LDT

1 10 
10

5501 
5502

6:00 
6:12

-3.008 
-3.005 6:12

Uλ

SID SS AR DT LDT

2 10 4403 5:52 -3.806 5:52

SID SS AR DT LDT

5

4 
4 
6 
6 

5501 
5502 
4403 

4403(tf)

5:50 
6:07 
5:52 
5:48

-6.508 
-6.208 
-6.708 
-6.706

6:07

SID SS AR DT LDT

3 4 
6

5502(tf) 
4403(tf)

6:03 
5:25

-3.108 
-4.405 6:02

Uλ

Uλ

Uλ

SID SS AR DT LDT

4
10 
10 
6

5501 
5502 

4403(tf)

6:06 
6:17 
5:35

-2.608 
-2.408 
-4.105

6:17

Uλ

SID SS AR DT LDT

6 10 4403 6:02 -3.011 6:02

Uλ

SID SS AR DT LDT

8 10 
10

5501 
5502

6:12 
6:27

-2.016 
-2.044 6:27

Uλ

SID SS AR DT LDT

10 - - - - 6:30

SID SS AR DT LDT

7 6 4403 5:48 -7.811 5:48

Uλ

Uλ

SID SS AR DT LDT

9 10 4403 6:22 -1.700 6:22

Uλ

Route ID Trip ID Schedule

43
4401

4402

4403

4404

5:00, 5:10, 5:15, 5:18

5:26, 5:36, 5:42, 5:47

5:52, 6:02, 6:22, 6:30

6:42, 6:49, 6:59, 7:35

55

5501 
5502 
5503 
5504

6:00, 6:06, 6:12, 6:18 
6:12, 6:17, 6:27, 6:30 
6:22, 6:28, 6:35, 6:41 
6:35, 6:40, 6:50, 6:56

10

1001 
1102 
1003 
1004

5:00, 5:10, 5:20, 5:24,5:27 
5:25, 5:35, 5:48, 5:51, 5:58 
5:55, 6:08, 6:14, 6:18,6:21 
6:03, 6:13, 6:26, 6:33, 6:37

FIGURE 9 Modified physical representation of route 10, 43 and 55 from MBTA showing
common points. The results of Hyperpath with Uλ for selecting minimum risk path at any
given stop. SID: Stop ID, SS: Successor Stop, AR: Attractive Run, DT: Departure Time,
LDT: Latest Departure Time to ensure arrival within PAT, tf :Transfer. Blue text in the
figure shows run (strategy) that will be recommended for a risk-averse traveler with λ = 0.2.

The mean and variance for IV TT for each physical path P in feasible path h is computed13
from results of the GTFS data (Figure 6), equal to the sum of mean travel time and variances of14
links making up path P.15

In the case where we assume vehicles are instructed to wait at stops when arrival time is16
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less than scheduled departure time (SDT), then the normally distributed IV TT between two1
consecutive stops (Section 4.2) will mostly lead to a log-normally distributed delay or actual2
departure time ari for vehicle run r at stop i (potentially right skewed). The probability density3
and cumulative distribution functions as shown in figure 9 is written as:4

d(µi, σ
2
i )
r =

1√
2πσari

e
− 1

2

(
ln(ari )−µ

σ

)2

. (9)5

Given the delay (actual departure time) distribution d(µi, σi)r, the expected waiting utility for6
various alternative attractive runs r at stop i is given as7

EUhi(a
r
i ) =

∫
uλ(ari )dD(ari ) =

∫
d(ari )u

λ(ari )da, (10)8

where D(ari ) and d(ari ) are cumulative distribution and probability density function. In this9
scenario, we evaluate the possible delay or waiting time at potential stops i in feasible path h10
using equation 6.11

FIGURE 10 Delay (actual departure time delay) distribution at stop i assuming vehicles
must wait at stop if arrival time at stop i is less than the SDT at stop i.

As shown in Table 3, the results of the impact of varying the risk-aversion coefficient λ on12
the travelers’ utillty Uλ is presented. The recommended vehicle run (strategy) at each stop for a13
given risk aversion coefficient (λ) is the attractive run (AR) that results in the maximum utility14
from that stop to destination. Uλ appeared to converge for some strategies for increasing values of15
λ as can be observed for λ = 0.8, 0.1.16
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TABLE 3 Results of Hyperpath with Uλ for selecting minimum risk path at a given stop
considering travelers degree of risk-aversion.

Uλ
SID SS AR DT LDT 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
1 10 5501 6:00 -3.008 -3.004 -3.003 -3.002 -3.002

10 5502 6:12 6:12 -3.005 -3.003 -3.002 -3.001 -3.001
2 10 4403 5:52 5:52 -3.806 -3.803 -3.802 -3.802 -3.801
3 4 5502 (tf ) 6:03 6:02 -3.108 -3.104 -3.103 -3.102 -3.102

6 4403 (tf ) 5:25 -4.405 -4.403 -4.402 -4.401 -4.401
4 10 5501 6:06 -2.608 -2.604 -2.603 -2.602 -2.602

10 5502 6:17 6:17 -2.408 -2.404 -2.403 -2.402 -2.402
6 4403 (tf ) 5:35 -4.105 -4.103 -4.102 -4.101 -4.101

5 4 5501 5:50 -6.508 -6.504 -6.503 -6.502 -6.502
4 5502 6:07 6:07 -6.208 -6.204 -6.203 -6.202 -6.202
6 4403 5:52 -6.708 -6.704 -6.703 -6.702 -6.702
6 4403 (tf ) 5:48 -3.706 -3.703 -3.702 -3.702 -3.701

6 10 4403 6:02 6:02 -3.011 -3.006 -3.004 -3.003 -3.002
7 6 4403 5:48 5:48 -7.811 -7.805 -7.804 -7.803 -7.802
8 10 5501 6:12 -2.016 -2.008 -2.005 -2.004 -2.003

10 5502 6:27 6:27 -2.044 -2.022 -2.014 -2.011 -2.008
9 10 4403 6:22 6:27 -1.700 -1.650 -1.633 -1.625 -1.620
10 − − − 6:30 − − − − −

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK1
This study assesses the impact of a travelers’ preference for sidewalk segment parameters, and a2
travelers’ degree of risk-aversion to travel time uncertainties, on travel strategies in a transit3
network. The uncertainties in the link are computed from retrospective GTFS data, providing a4
realistic representation of travel time uncertainties.5

The contributions of this study focus on (1) sidewalk accessibility measure for6
walking-only scenarios, and (2) the rationality of a transit user to in-vehicle travel time7
uncertainty. A theoretically sound approximation of the exponential function to the8
mean-variance utility function is presented and used in evaluating the travelers’ risk-tolerance to9
in-vehicle travel time uncertainty. The model, if properly integrated with trip planners, can serve10
as a benchmark for routing strategies for vulnerable road users who are most sensitive to sidewalk11
accessibility measures and uncertainty. The risk sensitivity coefficient is used to model different12
degrees of risk-tolerance. In future research, we will consider an extension to a multi-modal13
transit user-choice model that considers the travelers’ risk-tolerance to multiple modes. Another14
exciting area for future studies will be to consider the solution to the transit assignment problem15
through the risk-tolerance formulation.16
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PROOF OF MEAN-VARIANCE APPROXIMATION5

f(IV TT ) =
1

σ
√
2π
e−

1
2(

IV TT−µ
σ )

2

(11)

The expected in-vehicle travel time utility is given by:

EU(IV TT ) =
1

σ
√
2π

∫ ∞
−∞
−e−λIV TT e−

(IV TT−µ)2

2σ2 dIV TT (12)

rewritten as:

=
1

σ
√
2π

∫ ∞
−∞
−e
−
(
λIV TT+

(IV TT−µ)2

2σ2

)
dIV TT (13)

we note for convenience that

λIV TT +
(IV TT − µ)2

2σ2
=

(IV TT − µ+ λσ2)
2

2σ2
+ λ

(
µ− λσ2

2

)
(14)

Substituting 14 into 13, gives

EU(IV TT ) = −e
−λ

(
µ−λσ

2

2

)
σ
√
2π

∫ ∞
−∞

e−
(IV TT−µ+λσ2)

2

2σ2 dIV TT (15)

For all µ′
1

σ
√
2π

∫ ∞
−∞

e−
(IV TT−µ′)2

2σ2 dIV TT = 1 (16)

The left hand side is the area under the density function over the entire support when the6
mean is µ′ and the standard deviation is γ. This is so for any µ′ including µ′ = µ− λγ2.7

We now write the expected IV TT utility as

EU(IV TT ) = −e−λ
(
µ−λσ

2

2

)
(17)

µ− λσ2

2
(18)


